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Fonseca Pimentel, Eleonora.

Reading this book, I was reminded of a comment made by the advisor for my master’s thesis: “Your stylistic eccentricities remain in force. You favour amiable grandeur in expression over cool analysis, with conversational transitions between sections.” A similar observation might be made about From Arcadia to Revolution. This is not a criticism. The author’s passion for her subject matter is palpable and infectious.
That subject matter is Eleanora Fonseca Pimentel, a prominent figure in the Neapolitan Enlightenment and later an important chronicler of the tumultuous vicissitudes of the city’s brief Jacobin Republic. Upon the restoration of the monarchy, her activism was deemed a sufficient danger to the state that she was executed. This volume presents and contextualizes a number of different writings by Fonseca Pimentel, from personal correspondence between the young woman and her fiancé, to political tracts and journalism written in the midst of revolution.

Based upon the Italian critical edition, this new translation corrects several errors in previous English editions. It also strives to remain faithful to Fonseca Pimentel’s own idiosyncratic style. For the poetry, Jones provides the Italian or Neapolitan original alongside the English text. It would have been of interest to see the originals for the letters and newspaper articles too, but this would have greatly lengthened the book, and Jones’s decision to omit them is understandable. In order to show the development of both her thought and her writing style, Fonseca Pimentel’s works are presented in chronological rather than thematic order.

The book opens with a brief biography of Fonseca Pimentel, highlighting her precocious childhood, her unhappy marriage, her grief over the loss of her child, and, after her estrangement from her husband, her increasing activism first against papal power then against monarchical government. Jones provides ample summaries in her footnotes of the current state of (largely Italian) scholarship on Fonseca Pimentel. There is debate on whether she should be considered a proto-feminist. Although an important figure in society and politics, Fonseca Pimentel seems to have had little interest in the general condition of her sex. Jones treats this question in numerous places, and does so thoughtfully.

One neglected aspect of Fonseca Pimentel is her religion. She wrote some poems with religious themes, and expressed joy at the miracle of San Gennaro’s Blood occurring during the Revolution. Jones assumes Fonseca Pimentel’s atheism, without discussing the possibility of her being Jansenist. Indeed, in a surprising omission, there is not a single mention of that movement in her summary of the history of the Kingdom of Naples.

Each piece of writing presented in the volume has its own introduction to its context and significance. The first items offered are some early letters and poems. These will be of particular interest to scholars of literature, as they are
replete with classical allusions and subtle stratagems—skilfully catalogued and explained by Jones.

The first overtly political work is a play dedicated to the Portuguese reformer, Pombal. In her dedicatory letter, Fonseca Pimentel extols his economic prudence and his loyal service to his king, through which he restored the greatness of the kingdom. Jones demonstrates how Fonseca Pimentel was still at this time in favour of enlightened despotism, and how she used this document to discuss contemporary Neapolitan politics.

There follows a poem written in 1788 praising the king for ending the ceremony of tribute (chinea) to the pope. It is written in Neapolitan and shows a more radical strain than previous writings, which had adhered more closely to elite culture.

The majority of the book is given to Fonseca Pimentel’s editorials for the republican newsletter, *The Neapolitan Monitor*. In order that the reader might more clearly perceive the author’s own voice in the text, Jones has excised those portions which only repeat the text of government decrees. This succeeds in distilling the style of the original author, but occasionally at the expense of clarity. The *Neapolitan Monitor* is a treasure trove of information on the Republic. It highlights the ambiguous attitude of the revolutionaries towards the common people, the difficulties faced in communicating with the masses, the double-edged sword that was the presence of French troops, and the petty squabbles that hampered the new regime. Here, as in other sections, Jones provides a lucid and accessible commentary, teasing out the salient intellectual and historical issues.

In bringing Eleonora Fonseca Pimentel to a wider audience, Jones has made a useful contribution to women’s history, literary scholarship, and the history of the Enlightenment. Her book is a fine introduction to Italian intellectual history in this period, embroiled as it was in economic questions and church–state relations. In its selection of texts, its surveys of previous scholarship, and its commentaries, the book offers much.
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